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May 2, 1
Mr. James M. Seif cj r ;: -y r •: r, - j .
Chairman, Environmental Quality Board
Department of Environmental Protection _ OWGINALTJ^S"

PU. 8477 HL ,. , i COPIES: ' COCCODRULI
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477 TYRRELL

JEWETT
SANDUSKY

Dear Chairman Seif: WYATTE
BERESCHAK

I'm writing to you, and members of the Board, to express my concern and
opposition to the proposed regulations relating to water quality rules.

As an avid trout fisherman living in Chester County, I'm seriously concerned
about the future of water quality, not only in my area, but around the Commonwealth. I
want to be able to continue enjoying well into the future the high quality trout streams
located in my area. It would be a disservice to the Commonwealth and its residents if
new regulations are adopted that offer the increased opportunity or likelihood that streams
may be subject to degradation.

It would also be a disservice to the fine reputation that Pennsylvania enjoys (and
has worked so hard to nurture and develop) of being home to many outstanding trout
streams. I have been a long-time subscriber to several outdoor magazines, both regional
and national, and there seldom is a lengthy period between articles that report on the
wonderful resource we have in our trout streams. It's not unusual for highly respected
outdoor writers to describe some of Pennsylvania's trout streams as being "world class"
or "among some of the best in the nation." I'm sure many states would "give their right
arm" to have the quality and quantity of trout streams we enjoy in Pennsylvania. I hope
we are not taking our natural resources for granted, because once they're gone, bringing
them back to their original high-quality status will be just about impossible.

I 'm also writing this letter as a father of three young boys. I want my children —
and their children — to have the same opportunity I currently have to fish for trout in
water that runs cold and clear and supports a healthy coldwater fish population. The
timing of my letter and this issue is rather ironic in that I just finished helping my son's
Cub Scout den complete the requirements for a World Conservation Badge.
Understanding and being aware of recycling, saving energy resources, helping to prevent
pollution, and fishing were part of the requirements. All the kids were interested in the
subject matter, and I believe we made a favorable impression on them in terms of
conservation and the importance of treating the environment in the right way. What's
happening with these proposed regulations appears to be defeating the spirit of helping
the environment. What kind of mixed message are we sending?



Please don't misunderstand me. I don't want to sound like an alarmist, but
regulations that seem to take a step backward, or to put it another way, create the
possibility for stream degradation, don't appear to me to be in the best interest of our
environment, nor do they appear to be rational. I just don't understand why the
Commonwealth, with its wonderful heritage and reputation of offering great outdoor
opportunities, is considering regulations that may have a negative impact on one type of
resource, particularly a resource as important as clean water.

As a resident of the Commonwealth, I strongly encourage you to re-consider the
proposed regulations, tighten them up to eliminate the possibility for stream degradation,
and broaden the language to include watersheds and wetlands and therefore send a strong
and consistent message to our residents and others that Pennsylvania will protect our
natural resources. It's the right thing to do.

Thank you for this opportunity, and I look forward to your written response.

Cordially,

Cratg-R. Engesser

105 Stacey Court
Downingtown, PA 19335
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Mr. James Seif
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477
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Gabriele Amersbach
532 Pacific Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15221

May 2, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to let you know I completely oppose the new DEP antidegradation regulations.
These proposals will make it harder for streams to get protection as high quality and will allow
the redesignation of streams to lower categories that offer less protection. It seems that DEP is
continually undercutting anti-pollution legislation. I urge you to withdraw these regulations and
develop a program that supports that Clean Water Act and promotes the health and well being
of the citizens in this state rather than the business interests of large corporations.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Z^L tU*fa^
Gabriele Amersbach



Mr. James Seifi;7f; y-

Environmental Quality Boar<
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Dear Mr. Seif:

JAMES E. ALLEN
1115 S Meadow Lane
Palmyra, PA 17078

ORIGINAL; #1799
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TYRRELL
JEWETT
SANDUSKY
WYATTE
BERESCHAK

I oppose the antidegradation proposal published in the March 22,
1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin. There are several bad provisions which
are addressed in my following comments.

General Provisions:

DEP proposes to get rid of High Quality and Exceptional Value
as "protected water uses." This will remove the redesignation of
streams from EPA oversight. Once our streams are designated for
greater protection, they should stay that way. Under the
proposal, polluters could damage them, then claim that they don't
meet the standards, and then ask for a roll back. The proposal
intends to make receiving the HQ or EV designations much tougher.
Dischargers will petition DEP to re-assess these streams with the
new standards. With this proposal, DEP will help polluters to
roll back protection on our best streams.

Also, DEP only plans on extending antidegradation protection
in HQ and EV watersheds when considering "discharges." Proper
antidegradation protection would require that DEP consider all
activities, not just discharges.

I am also disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in
their antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into
place by EPA, gives this protection to wetlands. How can
wetlands be given HQ or EV protection if the criteria to
designate a "surface water" HQ or EV are based on streams, lakes
and rivers? DEP needs to integrate wetland protection and
antidegradation: - -~ - •: ' '"

I see where DEP has recently settled a lawsuit, and plans to
"assess" the one-half of our streams that are currently



"unassessed." Even with DEP's "best efforts," that is estimated
to take 10 years. The proposal does not address the 29,000
miles of unassessed streams. - DEP plans on continuing only basic
protection for these streams. DEP should instead protect these
unassessed streams at a Tier 2 level, unless a permit applicant
can demonstrate otherwise. The public's resources should get the
benefit of the doubt.

Currently DEP designates "watersheds" as HQ or EV. The
proposal makes it easier to ignore, springs, seeps, wetlands and
tributaries, because HQ and EV are defined as "surface waters"
rather than "watersheds." While seeps, springs, and wetlands are
in the definition of surface waters, DEP also has no mechanism
for these other surface waters (springs, seeps, and wetlands) to
pass the biological test needed for an HQ or EV designation.

Tier 1 (Existing Uses) . r .:: ::.... - . -\ __ .. : , ; _ ;_._,.

The proposal tinkers with.the current regulation .protecting .: :
the "existing uses" of our waters.- Right: now, we have language
protecting existing uses because DEP failed to include such
language, and EPA was ordered to write a regulation by a Federal
judge. At last we have protection that the Clean Water Act
intended. Unfortunately, the proposal says that the existing use
will be protected only after DEP evaluates the technical data.
Until then, DEP is under no obligation to protect the existing
uses. With DEP's misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not
have time to evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so.
Under the regulation, the protection is qualified, so the
regulation: will not be violated.

DEP only plans on protecting endangered species from
discharges. Endangered species merit protection from any
activity that will eliminate them. Existing use protection
applies to activities, not just discharges. Endangered species ;
habitat needs to be protected also.



Tier 2 (High Quality) .. . . .. .

The new rules make it more - difficult .forrstreamsrto receive an ;-

HQ designation. DEP wants only to give the HQ -designation .to .

streams that pass a chemistry and biology test. EPA considers

only a water chemistry test. How will wetlands, seeps, and

springs be assessed when the methods were designed for streams?

DEP now proposes to allow "general NPDES permits" in HQ
streams. These are not tracked by DEP, and will allow
degradation of these waters without any type of social or
economic justification. This is not permitted by the current
regulation.

DEP also plans on allowing the first 25% of the stream to be
degraded without any social or economic justification. This has
no basis in federal regulation. One of the points of High
Quality is to ensure that the degradation has a good reason, and
that the public interest is served. DEP included social or
economic justification language -that-.\mentions the public
interest, but then exempted many dischargers from it.

Also, the language mentioning non-point source pollution is
weaker than the current language for HQ streams. Our good
streams are under pressure from developments and agriculture, so
strong non-point source language is essential.

Tier 3 (Exceptional Value)

The definition of"Exceptional Value" streams still mentions
State Parks, Forests, Game Lands and other public lands, but the
"selection criteria" in the proposed Chapter 15 does not consider
public lands in any way. The old "Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook" considered all these things and more.
It is vastly superior than the present proposal. Currently, we
are under Federal regulations that consider many streams on
public lands to be "Outstanding National Resource Waters." Why
are we giving our best streams less consideration than before?



EPA believes that DEP's EV program does not "protect and

maintain" water quality. DEP should close the major loophole

that allows water quality degradation, but calls it "no

measurable change." It is hocus-pocus.

As far as "public participation" in EV waters is concerned,
the guidance should be set up and the streams given the
designation if they merit it. We don't need polluters and
profiteers wanting to degrade our streams having a "veto" power
over protecting our best streams.

Summary:

This regulation should be rejected or re-written so that it is as
good as the old DER's regulations and guidance, but incorporates
the minimum Federal features that we have now. The EQB should
reject this regulation.

Sincerely,
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I oppose the antidegradation proposal published in the March 22,
1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin. There are several bad provisions which
are addressed in my following comments.

General Provisions:

DEP proposes to get rid of High Quality and Exceptional Value
as "protected water uses." This will remove the redesignation of
streams from EPA oversight. Once our streams are designated for
greater protection, they should stay that way. Under the
proposal, polluters could damage them, then claim that they don't
meet the standards, and then ask for a roll back. The proposal
intends to make receiving the HQ or EV designations much tougher.
Dischargers will petition DEP to re-assess these streams with the
new standards. With this proposal, DEP will help polluters to
roll back protection on our best streams.

Also, DEP only plans on extending antidegradation protection
in HQ and EV watersheds when considering "discharges." Proper
antidegradation protection would require that DEP consider all
activities, not just discharges.

I am also disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in
their antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into
place by EPA, gives this protection to wetlands. How can
wetlands be given HQ or EV protection if the criteria to
designate a "surface water" HQ or EV are based on streams, lakes
and rivers? DEP needs to integrate wetland protection and
antidegradation: - -~ - •: '•

I see where DEP has recently settled a lawsuit, and plans to
"assess" the one-half of our streams that are currently



"unassessed.'1 Even with DEP's "best efforts," that is estimated
to take 10 years. The proposal does not address the 29,000
miles of unassessed streams. - DEP plans on continuing only basic
protection for these streams. DEP should instead protect these
unassessed streams at a Tier 2 level, unless a permit applicant
can demonstrate otherwise. The public's resources should get the
benefit of the doubt.

Currently DEP designates "watersheds" as HQ or EV. The
proposal makes it easier to ignore, springs, seeps, wetlands and
tributaries, because HQ and EV are defined as "surface waters"
rather than "watersheds." While seeps, springs, and wetlands are
in the definition of surface waters, DEP also has no mechanism
for these other surface waters (springs, seeps, and wetlands) to
pass the biological test needed for an HQ or EV designation.

Tier 1 (Existing Uses)

The proposal tinkers with.the current regulation . protecting .: ;
the "existing uses" of our waters.- Right now, we have language
protecting existing uses because DEP failed to include such
language, and EPA was ordered to write a regulation by a Federal
judge. At last we have protection that the Clean Water Act
intended. Unfortunately, the proposal says that the existing use
will be protected only after DEP evaluates the technical data.
Until then, DEP is under no obligation to protect the existing
uses. With DEP's misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not
have time to evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so.
Under the regulation, the protection is qualified, so the
regulation: will not be violated.

DEP only plans on protecting endangered species from
discharges. Endangered species merit protection from any
activity that will eliminate them. Existing use protection
applies to activities, not just discharges. Endangered species :
habitat needs to be protected also.



Tier 2 (High Quality) . . .. .

The new rules make it more - difficult .for.streamsrto receive an .-

HQ designation, DEP wants only to give the HQ -designation .to . . ::

streams that pass a chemistry and biology test. EPA considers

only a water chemistry test. How will wetlands, seeps, and

springs be assessed when the methods were designed for streams?

DEP now proposes to allow "general NPDES permits" in HQ
streams. These are not tracked by DEP, and will allow
degradation of these waters without any type of social or
economic justification. This is not permitted by the current
regulation.

DEP also plans on allowing the first 25% of the stream to be
degraded without any social or economic justification. This has
no basis in federal regulation. One of the points of High
Quality is to ensure that the degradation has a good reason, and
that the public interest is served. DEP included social or
economic justification language-that-.mentions the public
interest, but then exempted many dischargers from it.

Also, the language mentioning non-point source pollution is
weaker than the current language for HQ streams. Our good
streams are under pressure from developments and agriculture, so
strong non-point source language is essential.

Tier 3 (Exceptional Value)

The definition of"Exceptional Value" streams still mentions
State Parks, Forests, Game Lands and other public lands, but the
"selection criteria" in the proposed Chapter 15 does not consider
public lands in any way. The old "Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook" considered all these things and more.
It is vastly superior than the present proposal. Currently, we
are under Federal regulations that consider many streams on
public lands to be "Outstanding National Resource Waters." Why
are we giving our best streams less consideration than before?



EPA believes that DEP's EV program does not "protect and

maintain" water quality. DEP should close the major loophole

that allows water quality degradation, but calls it "no

measurable change." It is hocus-pocus.

As far as "public participation" in EV waters is concerned,
the guidance should be set up and the streams given the
designation if they merit it. We don't need polluters and
profiteers wanting to degrade our streams having a "veto" power
over protecting our best streams.

Summary:

This regulation should be rejected or re-written so that it is as
good as the old DER's regulations and guidance, but incorporates
the minimum Federal features that we have now. The EQB should
reject this regulation.

Sincerely,
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Stan KotodxL, ft. B.
ConAQ.nvai.Lon Chairman
BLain. County, //tout Unl.imH.eA
m 3 Box g66
Altoona., PA /660/-9206

(8/4)<?46-8840 (home.)
(8(4)31*2-7150 (wonk)

^ame^M. Se.lf.
Chainman.
&nv LitonmentcuL Quality Boand
P.O. Box 8477
HaJi/iUt>un.fr 'PA 17101-8477
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Dean Pin. Se.it

BLain. County. Iiwut Unlimited, which haA. ISO membejiA. in the. Altoona anea.,
&ubmit& the. foULowLnn. commejitA. n.eM/xn.a'ina the. Wate,n. QuaLitu Standan.d.A
An.tidejy.iwda.tion fiwanxun, 25 ?A. Lode., thapte.nA ?2, 93, and 95.

92. 81 and 92. S3: BLain. County I /tout Unlimited oppoAes the iAAuance
ol N9D6S penmits in Hiyh Quality on Exceptional Value. wateAARexhi*

93*3' HigJi Quality and Exceptional Value &hould nemain deAiy/uzted OA.
p/iotected uAeA.

93' 4 a: Ike pn.eA.ence of. a feAenal on. Atate endang^e/ied ox th/ieatened
ApecieA within a watenAhed Ahould be a facton. lejcidin^ to exceptional.
Value designation fan. a watenAned.

93- 4 6 faj: I he designation of. Higjx Quality Ahould apply to waterui
meetina cAemical 0? bioLoaicaJL cn.iten.La.

93*^ b fbj: Socioeconomic fluAtification Ahould be eLuninated O4. a n.eoAon
to penmit actions lending to the deanjadation of fiioh Quality watenA^
No activity that would aeg.n.ade waten quality Ahould be permitted
in wate/tsheaA ol nigh (Jualitu desLanatcon*

93'^ c (b): No activity cauAina degradation in waten. auality Ahould be
penmitteA in Exceptional Value watensAedA. ALL diA.chajiy.eA. Ahould
be prohibited in AUCA watenAAeds.

93* 4 e: Hiah Quality, and exceptional^ Value Ahould be designations*. n.eflectina
the quality of the zieAvu/ice, not the Apecial interests of locaL afioupA
on. yovejuvnents. Such an.oupA on. ypvenjnments Ahould not wield veto
powen. oven. Auch designations.



I he. de.pan.im.ent of &nvirwnmental fn.otec.tlon ma/it OAA&AA. with alacn.lty the.
29} 000 mlle^. of At!n.eam± which it hcui ihu/L fan Lgno/ieA. Tending. flnaL c/e/Lcp.-
nxitLon, CLLL AUCA tuate,0A. AJXGUIA fie.ce.Lve. Higjx QucuLity. AixduA*

BJjxLn. County, //tout UnL'unLtexL hel.le.veA. that the. pnopoJiexL antide^/iaclatLon poLLcy.
LA not Ln compliance, with the. zipLn.lt on. Le.tte.n. of the. CJLean Wate.n. Act, which
pnovldeA. minimum &tandan.cU. which axe. to be. mei.* Penrviylvanla, which ha& mon.e.
Atn.eam mlLeA. than any of the. Lowe^n. k8 AtateA., LA. called, upon to pn.ote.ct he.n.
Atn.ejamA at mon.e. than j.u&t the. minimum level!

Slnce.n.ely,

Stan Kotala, PI. D.

ConA.e.nvatlon Chain/nan
Bialn. County t njout Unlimited

cc: tfennlfe.n. Banto, CheAapenhe. BayJ~oundatlon
fe.te.n. CoIxin^eJLo} PennAylvanla t~ LAJX CommiAA-Lon
PlanA Hen.n.u} 9ennA.ulvanla hede.na.tlon of Spon±Amenf A Club A
Plank HtLnA, U.S. FUh and Wildlife. SeJivcce.
$an %an.n.e£t, PennAylvanla Organisation fon. WateJithedA and Hlvejui
Hon. Hobe.n.t $ubelln.e.n., PennAylvanla Senate.
Ve.nn HOAA, (jovejinon.*fA SpontAmen.*A AdvlAon.
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Date / t lAY^m-7

Edward R. Brezina
Bureau of Watershed Conservation^
P.O. Box 8555
Harrisburg, PA 171054-8555

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations

Dear Mi. Bre'ziiia:

I am completely opposed to your gutting everything that is good about the current
antidegradation regulations and replacing them with weaker laws that will not protect our
streams. These new regs will not protect existing uses, will make it harder for streams to get
protection as high quality and exceptional value streams, and worst of all, will allow the
redesignation of existing streams to lower categories that offer less protection.

The few good elements of your proposed scheme cannot be separated from the overall bad
language. I would suggest, therefore, that you withdraw the entire package and rewrite it so that
it protects the environment. In the alternative, keep the regulations now in place.

In addition, these proposed regulations do not meet minimum federal requirements, and you
know that they do not. You were hired to protect the environment, so please do your job and
stop wasting taxpayer money by refusing to comply with the law.

Sincerely,

Address: jTgT? " S f ^ ^ ^ x ^ / L ^

cc: Michael McCabe.
EPA Regional Administrator
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, PA 19107
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3 May 1997

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
Department of Environmental Protection
Post Office Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
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97h. .Y2*

Dear Sir or Madam:

I understand that the Department of Environmental Protection is proposing new
regulations that would allow lower water quality standards of the Clean Water Act. This
proposal reportedly allows for additional discharges into our best streams and would
eliminate many streams from qualifying for strong protection.

I have seen a marked improvement in water quality. Since moving to Pennsylvania eleven
years ago, my family and I have sailed in state park recreation areas and canoed on
numerous rivers and their tributaries. Those friends who have accompanied us have
enjoyed the resources as well.

I must remark that I am distressed when I witness discharges from manufacturing or
municipal facilities and think that regulations may allow for more pollution. I suggest that
you might draw the same conclusions I have. As dependent as all inhabitants are; our
environment is too valuable to compromise further.

I would request that you express an opposition to this new deregulation and would
welcome hearing of your position if you support this proposal.

Sincerely,

U.SMaU - Peter S. Morgan, Jr.
12 Croton Road
Strafford, Pennsylvania 19087-2621
(610)254-9481
PSMorganJr@aol.com

home phone- (610)254-0606
work phone - (215)209-7032

cc: Clean Water Action
1128 Walnut Street #300
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

§ E B 1 II
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Andrea Campitelli
302 Rockland Avenue

West Chester, PA 19382

May 04, 1997
SI K"; ' i

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
DEP, POBox8465 H
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Environmental Quality Board (EQB),

ORIGINAL: #1799
COPIES: NONE

(PER JHJ)

I am writing to ask you to reject the DEP's curent anti-degradation proposal. Please adopt the simpler, better
standards of the EPA.

Sincerely,

Andrea Campitelli
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Harroborg, PA 17106-7000 MAY 2 S 1997
INDEPENDENT REGULATORY (717)657*S2S

REVIEW COMMISSION PA Rsh& Boat Commission

The Honorable James Self JEWETT

Chairman SANDUSKY
Environmental Quality Board WYATTE

Harrisburg, PA l/lOS-8417 BERESC

Re: Water Quality Amen^mnts/^t^egradation
Regulation Number #7-3lf ' M

27 Pa. B, 1459 at *>?- (Mar. 22, 1997)

Dear Secretary Seif:

, fhm Pennsylvania, Fish and Boat Commission is submitting the
following comments on the subject proposed amendments to 25 PA Code
Chapter* 92, 93 and 95. I have also attached a one-page summary of
these comments for the Board's use.

The Fish and Boat Commission's mission is to provide fishing and
boating apportunitioc nhrougfci the. prrik'm-v trtn And management oC tho
Commonwealth's aquatic resources. *Ke. protection of water quality is
perhaps the mosi Important tool that tho Commonwealth has to ensura
the future protection of aquatic resources. The linkage between
water quality, aquatic resources and icecceativAal fishing and boating
is obvious* This relationship is much like the food chain pyramid
that explains the way of life in aquatic systems. If you degrade
water quality then you affect the animals that depend upon it to
survive and ultimately affect the anglers and boaters that use the
resource for recreation or subsistence. This is the reason that the
PFBC participated in the regulatory negotiations that preceded this
rulemaking. Clean water is essential to achieving our mission and, a
strong) scientifically-based antidegradation regulation is vital to
protecting our Commonwealth'p water resources into the future.

Over the years the PFBC has worked closely with the DEP and its
predecessor agencies, the Environmental Quality Board and the
Pennsylvania General Assembly on various statutory, regulatory and
policy matters that involve clean water. The PFBC is somewhat
disappoiziLed that the approach to crafting changes in this program
apparently was based on the notion that Pennsylvania should not be
any more stringent than the guiding federal Clean Water Act program.

Pennsylvania has been long regarded as a leader, and not a
follower, in ettoxts to provide clean waL**:* Our Clean Streams-Law
was used as a blueprint by the federal government when it created the
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federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act), and our
Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act was used as a model
fnr the federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act,

The PFBC staff are offering fhm following specific cown^nts
concerning this proposed ruiemaking:

BacJtgzxnzncZ o£ the

It is noted that the US EPA "generally lauded the Commonwealth's
antidegradation program as an excellent vehicle to protect valuable
resources " The PFBC would like to echo these observations and
comment that we generally are satisfied with the Commonwealth's
existing antidegradation program. While we also believe that there
are areas that could be strengthened JtQ-.fu.lJly meet the requirements
u£ the Clean Water Act, those changes1 are minor and do not requirm a
complete overhaul of the entire program*

In many of the proposed changes, the DEP staff have attempted to
strike a balance"between the industry and conservation comments that
we&e uuuUaiwtd in reports that sooultod from th# regulatory
negotiation efforts. However, we believe that many of these issues
require the Board to take a position on one side of the issue or the
other. In these cases, we believe that when there is potential to do
harm to our water resources then we should not take the risk of
changing our program without a .scientific basis.

The PFBC is in general 'support; of the findings and
recommendations contained in the d>n$£rvatipn Stakeholder's Report of
August 21, 1996. We are supplementing this report with the following
comments: • :-:• . :• \

f^fe^n I3.tfl. g^rral rmrfoff ITIff ff*^**" ^ " Toeliialan nf

The changes to theee sections provide for the use of general
permits in High Quality watersheds where they are now prohibited. We
continue to strongly support thia prohibition in BV watershed*. We
still have some questions about the general exception for HO
watersheds- During the negotiated rulemakiag discussions, there was
consensus agreement that some general permits (i.e. aerial
transmission line stream crossings) might be applicable in HQ
watersheds if they pose no potential threat to water quality• The
wording of the proposed ruleraaking sets no clear boundaries on wnich
permits may or may not be used. The Board should require DEP to do
an analysis on which permit* may or may not qualify for use in HQ
watersheds prior to making this change; 5

$ met Ion. 93,% flf'f1'," **/*y*am ~ "

The changes in definition to EV Waters were extensively
di^oussed at the peg n«g mooting*. We believe that the word
"watershed" should be included in the new definition in much the same
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way it is used in the existing definition. The special protection
designations are presently watershed (basin) designations and not
stream-specific designations except for some special exceptions
{certain mainstem segments of larger streams and rivers). We are
very concerned that this change would greatly weaken the existing EV
protection program and could eventually lead to a far less protective
program for our best natural resources.

The PFBC staff believe that it is inappropriate to remove EV and
HO waters as protected water uses unless there is some assurance that
to prevent DEF from independently (without £QB or EPA approvals)
downgrading waters from these special protection classifications.
The Conservation Stakeholders report contains language to provide
•chese safeguard* while removing £V Tâ id ifQ "w'dtorc ac protected use*.
The PFBC staff recommend use of this wording*

Sactjon ^j-47 Sfcafcaylde #&tmg Uses.

The PFBC staff concur with the proposed change, which will
insure that the designated uses will reflect the existing uses at all

We suggest that the first sentence be amended Lo i*ad:

Existing instream..water u?es and the level of water
quality necessary.to protect the existing uses shall be
maintained and protected. i:when Uie DepaiUucnt

f s

We recommend that the last portion of this sentence be eliminated
since it conditions the protection of the existing use on a DEP
evaluation which is not supported by federal regulation or policy.
The federal program requirements are simple: The Commonwealth has a
duty to protect and maintain all existing water uses. '

The reference to the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity inventory
(PNDI) should be changed since this is one of several databases that
is used to house information about the location of state and
federally listed threatened and endangered (T&E) species. Agencies
(Fish & Boat Commission, Game Commission, Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources, and US fish and Wildlife Service) with Liiw
direct responsibility for state and federally listed plants and
animals should be the ultimate contact tor confirmation of chelr
presence or absence in particular; watersheds. Although the agencies
contribute information to PNDI, it should not be the sola source of
information Excluding it from the discussion doesn't limit the
Department to one source for. the information.
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The proposed language states that "discharges to these waters
shall be limited to ensure protection of these species and critical
habitat" and the Summary of Proposed Revisions explains that this
will be done by "specifically limiting mixing areas, in permitting
discharges that may impact these species." The following language
would be more acceptable. It would allow the Department to be more
comprehensive in fully protecting state and federally-listed T&E

where necessary, the Department will restrict
activities, including limiting discharges, to j
ensure protection of federal or Pennsylvania
endangered or threatened species or their |
critical habitat. j

Section 93 _ 4fr High Quality Waters,

(a) Qualifying aa High Quality Waters j

Tho PFBC ctaff do not believe that a water shnnirt b*vp rn prtrtrt |
both a biological and water quality test in order to qualify for j
protection as an HO water, one or the other should be sufficient j
based on EPA guidance. To require both is too restrictive for Tier 2 j
protection. . j

The EPA Rapid Bioassessment Protocol* (RBP) that are referenced I
in rhp rPoiiiArionm are scientificaily-basetf procedures that ate j
widely supported in the literature apd are designed to evaluate j
whether or not a particular ^ater^y or may not be impaired. DEP |
has taken this process an. extry step and developed a procedure to I
conduct comparison* of Ecorepion reference site* and sites which are |
being considered for HQ or EV (Special Protection). To the PFBC |
staff's knowledge, this particular modification had not been subject j
to peer review. However, we agree that this approach is more j
credible conceptually than the manner by which waters were designated j
in the past. There is much bore objectivity involved with these j
decisions and, as a result, the decisions are far more defensible. 1
On the other hand, although the procedures seem to be fixed, they are j
periodically adjusted to produce a rtault that may be more
politically or socially acceptable. It is difficult or impossible to |
devise a flawless procedure, but the process should be well explained
in policy so that the Board understands the ground rules that DSP is
using to make these decisions. j

Reference streams (waters of substantial ecological .
significance) die presently hieing used to make the comparison*. Once j
identified as an Ecoregion Reference/ these streams need to be j
protected as EV to insure that they*are not degraded, which would j
prevent them from being used as reference streams in the future- j
More importantly there have been some recent interpretations that a
water cannot merit EV if it is not judged by comparing it to an EV
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reference. This makes it even more urgent to reclasaify all of our
reference streams EV. Since the HQ comparisons require only an 83%
score for the candidate site/reference site comparison, it is
reasonable to require EV for all reference streams.

The PFBC staff suggest that HQ designations should not be
limited to just Class A Wild Trout Streams but should include Class
A, B, C and D wild Trout Streams since these streams support good,
clean water as indicated by the presence of wild trout.

(h) L&rml of Pxotmct:±on/s6c±*l ox economic justification (SBJ)

we recommend that this section explicitly reference both point-
sources and non-point sources of pollution. Although "discharges"
may be interpreted to include both, they are sometimes thought to
only include point sources. pA r[r , rrM

It is very important that the ultimate measure Of whether or not
a stream passes the test, is measured by creating social or economic
benefits to the public which outweigh the degradation expected to be
caused by the discharge. How DEP will perform this balancing should
be subsequently defined in a policy document so that the Board i3
aware of how DEP staff is conducting these tests.

(£) Special provisions for minimal Uqpact <fi*ebuge*.

The offer of an "off ramp" for certain cte minimus discharges was
a discussion point in the negotiations during Lhe reg-neg. The PFDC
staff objects to a procedure -that flrottld suspend an SEJ analysis for
the first 25% assimilative capacity of a receiving stream since it
will exempt a discharger froA SEJ and the public participation
requirements that go along with it. If general permits arm allowed,
in HQ wnf.nrshnda, they should *l9o pass the SEJ test.

(a) Qvuzlifying a* Exception*! Vain* ffaters

The PFBC staff concur with the fwo-test approach for EV since it j
is appropriate tor a water to pass more stringent tests to receive a
greater level of protection. HpwevW, the same comments are noted
for the biology test as were1 explained in the review of 93.4b (a) for
High Quality Waters. Reference Streaks should be immediately
designated EV because of their ecological significance.

The PFBC designation of Waters as Wilderness Trout Streams
should not be listed as a biology test, the PFBC staff concur that
Wilderness Trout Streams should be £V but this designation should not
be uaed as an example of a biology teat. Streams enter the PFRC's j
wilderness Trout Stream program because they are in a remote location j
and support naturally reproducing trout: populations to offer sport j
fishing opportunity for the recreation of anglers in a wilderness I
setting away from roads or vehicular use (58 Pa. Code § 57.4). The
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Wilderness Trout Stream designation would more appropriately qualify
as a recreational test rather than a biological test.

VaJ-U* Mm. tmrs.

(a) The PFBC staff applaud the requirement that all permit
applicants in HQ and EV watersheds must evaluate non-discharge
alternatives. We recommend including the pollution prevention
language from the ConservaLioa Stakeholders report in thio cootion.

(b) We are unclear about how DBP will promote non-point
pollution programs, we recommend that the existing regulation be
retained since it assures that there shall be achieved Best
Management Practices (BMPsj-

The PFBC staff strongly support the higher dissolved oxygen
criteria for HQ waters and encourage DBF to evaluate the existing DO
criteria for CWF and WWF and update these in accordance with the most
recent US EPA Water Quality Criteria guidance.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. The
PFBC staff contact for these comments is John Arway, Chief,
Environmental Services Division, 450 Robinson Lane, Bellefonte, PA
16823, 814/359-5140, email: gxal8@psu.fdu.

DeputyExecutive Director
Chief Counsel
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BENJAMIN L DOGGER
42 MEADOW LARK TRL
FAIRFIELD PA 17320-8109

f- f- ?7Mr. James Seif
Chairman ... , , r.. OK
Environmental Quality Board^ ' ' " ' ' '' gS^S
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building (PER JHJ)
P.O. Box 8477 1 -
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

jBtl¥l>"

MAY - 8 897 ^

ENVIRONMENTAL Q U A U T : ^
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Mr. James Self, Chairman

Environmental Quality Board r"TJ: Y 2 7

' • 0 . BOX .477 ; - Sg^SSSc*^
H a r r i s b u r g , PA 17101-8477 ^̂  ; : J TYRRELL

""""" ' JEWETT
SANDUSKY

Dear Mr. Self: WYATTE
This letter is intended to serve as written comment in C H A K

response to the proposed rulemaking on antidegradation as
published in the March 22, 1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I support a strong antidegradation policy for
Pennsylvania's waters. The Pennsylvania Constitution
guarantees the right of all Pennsylvanians to enjoy the
benefits of pure water. While I recognize that many diverse
and legitimate opinions exist regarding the best way of
achieving a proper balance between resource protection and
economic development, I cannot support the current proposal
which, I believe, will inevitably lead to significant
degradation of Pennsylvania's waters.

My comments regarding the proposal are as follows:

A. Chapter 92: NPDES

1. The prohibition of General NPDES permits for
discharges into both HQ and EV waters must remain.
Individual permits enhance protection. That is why the
prohibition was instituted originally. The use of General
NPDES permits to allow discharges into HQ waters will
constitute a significant reduction in protection.
Individual permits should be required when considering any
discharge to either HQ or EV waters.

B. Chapter 93.1 Definitions

- The unit of designation for the definition of
Exceptional Value waters should be the "watershed1! not
surface waters as currently proposed. We must begin to
manage our aquatic resources on a landscape scale and
recognize that overall water quality cannot be adequately
protected, maintained, or enhanced on a stream by stream
basis. We must seek to manage and protect aquatic systems,
not just selected parts thereof.

C. Chapter 93.3 Protected Water Uses

- I do not support the removal of the HQ and EV
designations from the list of protected uses. While the
federal regulations do not require antidegradation
categories, there is no reason to delete the HQ and EV
designations as protected uses. Removal of HQ and EV from
the protected uses list removes stream designation changes



from EPA scrutiny. I believe that joint EQB and EPA
oversight is crucial to the continued protection of these
waters.

D. Chapter 93.4a. Antidegradation requirements

(a) Untitled

- The language of subsection (a) conditions
protection of existing uses on the ""...Department's
evaluation of technical data..." This means that
protection standards may vary as the prevailing political
winds change over time. This section should contain an
unequivocal statement that existing uses must be protected.

- The sentence concerning the presence of
either endangered or threatened species or their habitat is
ambiguous. The grammatical construction of the sentence
makes the phrase "listed in the Pennsylvania Natural
Diversity Inventory (PNDI) " modify both Federal and
Pennsylvania aquatic species. Thus, the sentence could be
construed to mean that protection of a federally designated
species or it's habitat might not be required if the species
is not listed in the PNDI. The sentence should simply state
that if Federal or Pennsylvania threatened or endangered
species or habitat are present, no activity will be
permitted that could adversely affect either the species or
the habitat.

(b) High Quality Waters

(1) Qualifying As High Quality Waters. The
current proposal requires that, in order to qualify as a HQ
water, a surface water must pass both a chemical and a
biological test. This is more stringent than the Federal
regulations. It is quite possible that a surface water may
be biologically exceptional without meeting the exact
standards of the chemical tests, and vice-versa. Under the
proposed testing scenario, many waters deserving of HQ
status may receive lower classification. A surface water
should qualify for HQ designation if either the biological
OR the chemical criteria is met.

(2) Level of Protection/SEJ. The current Federal
regulations for Pennsylvania protect HQ waters from both
point and nonpoint sources. The proposed wording limits the
scope of this section only to discharges. This constitutes
a significant reduction in the level of protection for HQ
waters. HQ waters must be protected not only from point
source discharges, but from activities that generate non-
point source pollution as well.

(6) Special Provisions.

(i) This section is an unacceptable loophole.
How can one argue that water quality is being maintained and
protected if degradation is permitted for up to 25% of a
surface water's assimilative capacity? This proposed



section eliminates the protections currently afforded by the
Federal Tier 2 requirements. Applicants wishing to degrade
HQ waters should be required to justify the proposals
outlined in subsection (2) above, as well as conduct
alternative analysis, and use BAT as is currently proposed.

(ii) As set forth above, I strongly urge that the
prohibition against allowing General NPDES permits for
discharges to HQ waters be retained.

(c) Exceptional Value Waters.

(1) Qualify as Exceptional Value Waters. For the
reasons stated above regarding HQ waters, a water should be
designated EV if it passes either the chemistry OR the
biology test criteria, not both. Compared to the current
Federal Tier 3 regulations, the proposed language severely
restricts the ways in which surface waters can qualify for
EV status. No added significance is given to waters on
public lands; no attempt is made to assess economic,
recreational, or ecological values beyond the significance
attributed to Wilderness Trout Waters; no weight is given to
the presence of threatened or endangered species. The
protocols outlined in the ""Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook11 are far superior to the current
proposal. I strongly urge the retention of the procedures
set forth in the Handbook.

(d) General Requirements for HQ and EV Waters.

(1) Discharge Alternatives/Use of BAT. Section
93.4(c) (2) explicitly states that ""The quality of
exceptional value waters shall be Tn^infainftH and
prntfirtfiH.'! (Emphasis supplied). While I support the use
of BAT when considering discharges to HQ waters, I believe
that it is impossible to maintain and protect the quality of
EV waters while allowing any new, additional, or increased
discharges.

Section (d) (1) requires that a discharger must use an
alternative that is ""environmentally sound.11 What exactly
does this phrase mean? Who determines which alternatives
are environmentally sound and which are not? Aren't such
ambiguities invitations to protracted litigation?

This section also requires that any alternative must be
""cost-effective when compared with the cost of the proposed
stream discharge.11 This is ambiguous. What is meant by
""...the cost of the proposed stream discharge?11 Is this
(1) the environmental cost that the public pays when its
waters are further degraded; or, (2) the anticipated cost
that the discharger will incur to construct the proposed
treatment system that will discharge to the waters; or, (3)
a combination of both? If environmental cost is a factor,
how is that cost to be quantified? Who makes this
determination?



The very fact that a search for alternatives to
discharges to HQ and EV waters is required is a tacit
admission that such discharges are inherently undesirable.
Yet, if an "environmentally sound11 alternative is
available, but does pass some undefined test of cost-
effectiveness, the undesirable discharge will be permitted.
Does this make sense?

The ambiguity of the language used throughout this
section is a result of a failed attempt to reconcile two
mutually exclusive policies i.e. (1) EV waters will be
maintained and protected; and, (2) discharges and
degradation will be allowed in EV waters. No new,
additional, or increased discharges should be permitted to
EV waters.

(2) Nonpoint Sources. The proposed language
employed in this section is less stringent than the Federal
Tier 2 requirement. Tier 2 language concerning nonpoint
sources requires that states must amen-re (i.e. guarantee)
that all cost-effective and reasonable BMPs for nonpoint
controls are ""achieved11 (i.e. performed), before
degradation of Tier 2 waters may be permitted. The proposed
language requires that the Department only implement
programs to promote these BMPs. To promote a goal is not
the same as achieving that goal. The Tier 2 level of
protection should be adopted for both HQ and EV waters. I
urge that the Federal Tier 2 language be adopted verbatim.

(e) Public Participation

(5) Public Hearings. Public hearings should be
held on any proposed discharge to both HQ and EV waters.
The waters belong to the people of the Commonwealth. The
quality of those waters should not be degraded without the
people being given the opportunity to express their
opinions.

New Chapter 15: Implementation of Antidegradation
Requirements-Statement of Policy.

15.1 Implementation of Tests for HQ Waters.

(a) and(d) As stated above, a surface water
should be designated HQ is it passes either the chemistry or
the biology test.

(e) I support the proposition that Class A Wild
Trout Streams automatically receive HQ designation. Wild
trout constitute a unique biological, genetic, and
recreational resource. Streams containing populations of
wild trout meet the Federal Tier 2 definition. I urge that
all streams harboring populations of wild trout be given HQ
status.

(f) Fecal coliform counts should not be used as a
measure of water quality. High fecal coliform levels
indicate often indicate the need for increased enforcement



of sewage disposal regulations. Failure to enforce existing
regulations should never justify a reduction of protection.

15.2 Identification of EV waters.

The comments set forth in 15.1 section (a), (d) and (f)
above are incorporated by reference herein.

Additional Issues. Over half of Pennsylvania's
streams are currently unassessed and fall under the Tier 1
classification. The Department recognizes that many of
these waters have better-than-standard quality. The current
policy results in under-protection of many streams. I
believe that these waters should be afforded HQ status
pending actual assessment. While adoption of this policy
will inevitably result in some temporary over-protection of
streams, I believe it best to err on the side of more,
rather than less, protection.

In short, I believe that many provisions of the
proposed rulemaking are designed to reduce the level of
protection afforded to Pennsylvania's waters by EPA's
current regulations. I urge that these provisions be
changed. If the final rulemaking permits a reduction in the
current level of protection for the Commonwealth's waters, I
will join with those who will ask the EPA to retain the
current Federal regulations.

Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on
these important issues.

Very truly yours,

Brian J. McCullough

PA Cooperative Fish and Wildlife

Research Unit

113 Merkle Building

University Park, PA 16802

(814) 865-3972
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p.o. box 8477 • harrisburg, pa. 17105-8477 • (717) 787-4526

E _ - f t - * - - - - May5ji997 _ _ _ _
f [ , ; ' (PER CAT)

Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Mr. Drew Carlson
2. Mr. W. E. "Pete" Goodman, III
3. Mr. John P. Courtney
4. Mr. Brian Haegele and Scott Chaney
5. Ronald and Susan Koder
6. Ms. Cara Schiavino
7. Barbara and Vernon Rochlin
8. Ms. Nancy Paevshork
9. Ms. Deb Bassett and Ms. Marlene B. Wolf
10. Ms. Margaret E. Hanna and Mr. Alan Zeig
11. Ms. Stephanie Frost
12. Mr. Kenneth T. Skoller
13. Mr. Jeff Sansore
14. Ms. Pauline Dibella
15. Ms. Violet Shenkman
16. Mr. Ernie McGinty
17. Ms. Lois M. Richards
18. Ms. L. Nichol Barrowson
19. Ms. Cecilia Chun
20. Ms. Nancy Sargent
21. Mr. Jay H. Lowden

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rule making - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Thelora Stenger
2. Mr. and Mrs. Gary Phillip
3. Mr. Donald F. Haley
4. Mrs. Leonard Mastripolito
5. Ms. Marilyn Williams
6. Ms. Susan Howard
7. Dr. Tristram Nagle
8. Ms. Lorraine E. Connors
9. Mr. Thomas K. Morris
10. Ms. Dorothy Luong
11. Ms. Maureen Homewood
12. Mr. Dale A. Hardcastle
13. Ms. Barbara Jancic
14. Ms. Lois J. Gemma
15 Ms. Helen Lawler
16. W. M. Martindale
17. Ms. Ann Mae Neel
18. Ms. Terri Chanoux
19. John J. Schrogie, M.D.
20. Ms. Suzanne O. Snyder

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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May 5, 1997
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Ms. Charlotte De Gregoris
2. Mr. Todd Besch and Ms. Rebecca Besch
3. Mr. Kenneth I. Baler
4. Ms. Sue Harvin
5. Ms. Christine C. Bullen
6. Ms. Donna Freund
7. Ms. Judy Zielinski
8. Ms. Susan Raezer
9. Ms. Mary C. Landis and Mr. Gary J. Landis
10. Ms. Kimberle Sposito
11. Mr. William Mihalyak
12. Mr. James E. Leslie
13. Mr. Lance L. Morien
14. Ms. Donna Buzdygan
15. Dietrich
16. Ms. Betty Huffman and Ms. Judy McFarland
17. Mr. Neal Colligan
18. Mr. Clifford M. Sayre
19. Mr. Neil R. Dreibelbis
20. Ms. Hilary Burton

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Mr. Dale Morgan
2. Mr. Thomas M. Coblentz
3. Mr. John F. McGlinn n and Ms. Melissa W. McGlinn
4. Ms. Elizabeth White Wilson
5. Mr. W. Daniel Rudloff
6. Mr. Edward B. Penry
7. Ms. Dianne Yaunches and Mr. David Yaunches
8. Mr. Timothy F. Hough
9. Mr. Greg J. Weiss
10. Mr. Warren E. Linehan
11. Ms. Carole A. McClain
12. Ms. Gertrude Lueders
13. Mr. Michael T. Ventrone
14. Mr. Erik N. Shuman
15. Ms. Diane N. Kelly
16. Ms. Lorrie Clare
17. Mr. Charles A. Blauvelt
18. Mr. Chester R. Salisbury
19. Mr. Stephen J. Swider
20. Mrs. D. A. Duncan

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director (PER CAT)
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Ms. Lois M. Hoffman
2. Lynn Vogt
3. Ms. Katya Davis and Mary Ellen Wilkes
4. Mr. Donald J. Potter
5. Mr. Howard Irving, The Harleysville Insurance Companies
6. Mr. Sean P. Colgan
7. Ms. Cynthia Mench
8. Mr. Thomas J. Zervas
9. Dale D. Goodman, Security Elevator Company
10. Mr. Michael L. Dixon
11. Ms. Mary Me Cracken
12. Mr. Joseph A. Hawke
13. Ms. Jeanne Truschel
14. Ms. Susan M. Smith (Johnson)
15. Mr. Todd Brown
16. Mr. Stephen Koran
17. Martha Ann Terry, Ph.D.
18. N. LeRoy Hammond, III, M.D.
19. Mr. Jim Tate
20. Mr. Terry Nesmith

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Ms. Marilyn Sameroff
2. Mr. Tom Prusak
3. Ms. Marie Zorn
4. Mr. Gene A. Salay
5. Mr. David Kilpatrick
6. Ms. Veronica Hredocik
7. Ms. Susan Armbrust
8. Mr. Robert S. Giangiulio
9. Ms. M. Pagenkemper
10. Ms. Carolyn Murray
11. Ms. Jennifer Giunta
12. Mrs. Dow E. Emerson, Jr .
13. Ms. Annelle Weakley
14. Ms. Nancy A. Brey
15. Nicholas and Theresa Vastardis
16. Ms. Lindsay Manko
17. Resident and Mr. Jim Hahn
18. Ms. Amy Smith
19. Mr. Danny Sullivan
20. Ms. Rhoda Cuffee

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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1005 Pine Valley Circle
West Chester, PA 19382
May 5,1997

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
DEP
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

To Whom It May Concern:

Since I am concerned about our environment, I am writing to request that you reject the
DEP's current anti-degradation proposal and adopt the simpler, better standards of the
EPA. We need standards that protect our waterways from any more degradation.

Thank you for considering this request.

Regards,

/V~ Lh^jt
Doris K. McDaniel

I B B 0 W d

MAY I 2 1997 \0)
IDWRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Mr. Andrew Kozloski
2. Ms. Anna Marie Kelly
3. Mr. Juan Rivera
4. Mr. Regan A. McLaughlin
5. Jamie M. Trimbur
6. Ms. Megan Chambers
7. Mr. Derek J. Blackwell
8. Ms. Matty Novak
9. Mr. David Duray
10. Ms. Jessica Whiteside
11. Mr. Robert Graham
12. Ms. Felicia Sam Herman
13. Mr. George W. Gephart, Jr.
14. Rudolph and Betsy Marolt
15. Mr. Lee Tabas
16. Brooke Suter
17. J. Klemick
18. Mr. Thomas C. Hayes
19. Ms. Shelly Erin Nofsker
20. Mr. Robert Higgs

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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Mr. Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown #2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Proposed Rulemaking - Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation (#7-310)

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Environmental Quality Board has received comments regarding the above referenced
proposed rulemaking from the following:

1. Ms. Corinne A. Pipp
2. Ms. Julie S. Mueller
3. Ms. Lois M. Dixon
4. Mr. A. Joseph Armstrong
5. Paul A. Litka, M.D.
6. Mr. Rodney L. Horton
7. Mr. Richard Vanaken, Jr.
8. E. P. Messikomer
9. Mr. Samuel G. Coccia, Jr.
10. Ms. Deborah Durig
11. Lynn Opdyke
12. Mark B. Boas, O.D., M.S., Family Eye Care
13. Mr. Thomas J. Kelly
14. Ms. Brenda Fenton
15. Ms. Julie W. Coffey
16. E. J. Lewis
17. J. Turner
18. Nova Mackentley
19. M. John Johnson, West Chester Fish, Game & Wildlife Assn., Inc.
20. Annette and M. John Johnson, Hi Lair Acres

These comments are enclosed for your review. Copies have also been forwarded to the
Senate and House Environmental Resources and Energy Committees. Please contact me if you
have any questions.

Sincerely,

Sharon K. Freeman
Regulatory Coordinator

Enclosure

Recycled Paper
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May 5,1997

Environmental Quality Board
. DEP ' -: -. ": -' . ^ - ' ; ' .. - . :^. \ . : . \ . . - / ' -;

FOB 8465 .
Harrisburg, PA 17105 . . . ' • .

Dear EnvironmentarQuality Board Members:

The new DEP proposalon water quality rules fails to provide reasonable protection of Pennsylvania
waters. Our American Baptist Policy on Ecology urges us to be good stewards of the waters God has .
entrusted to our care. DEP policy, therefore, In the spirit of the 1937 Pennsylvania Clean Streams act
should aim at cleaning up the waters of Pennsylvania-as the late Dr. Bus Grove so clearly stated.

The regulations must be strengthened: . . . '

• I) . High Quality (HQ) and Exceptional Value (EV) waters should stay as protected water uses, and ;
the regulations expanded by law so that many other rivers may receive this classification.

'# 2) Weight must be given to public lands in the HQ and EV selection process. .

3) Mo discharges or degradation can be allowed in EV waters.

4) . Wetlands protection must be integrated with anti-degradation. . . .-• =

5) Waters not yet assessed should be protected at the highest levels, thus helping assure protection |
until studies can be done. 2

As one who grew up in Wisconsin and lived with the economic devastation whenthe forests were
destroyed, it is clear that clean, ample water supplies are essential to the future of the people of this state.. . r-
Again and again I have seen short-term gains for the few result in long-term losses, and even worse . ^
cgncers and other terrible environmental diseases (as in Paoli, Chester, etc.). As a pastor 1 know what it • ^
means for parents to rear a child with birth defects caused by toxic pollution. " 3

It is time to clean up our streams in this commonwealth, and leave a healthy legacy for the children.
Rewrite the DEP codes so that they exceed EPA standards. ' i
Sincerely, ^ " '' " - " ' ' ' : ' 'V ' ' ' 5

- : / - - , • • • • . - • • • : , • • . - • • • : • - , • • • . : • • • . - • • • • = •

Dr. Owen D. Owens. Director . " / 3

Ecology & Racial JusHce \ " :- ' : s

• : = ' ' ' " ' : • ' • • • • • • " . • ' • • • ' • ' • • • _ _ ' . ' • • • . ; ; • ' . : . ' ; , ' • . , ' • ' - . ' . • . . . ' • . , . ; / : ' . : ^ . ' - ' ; ; ' . ' . . • ' . • . • ; • :

National Ministries ^ A ^ f ' ' ]'•' \ ' " ' ' . - / :'. ; S ' ' ' ;" I''':- " ' '•-•' ^ r • - / \ .' • ; f
American Baptist Churches USA v . «
P!p. Box 851 -Valley Forge. PA 19482-0851 . ; . : / . -
Phone 610.768.2000 • Fax 610.768.2470 - • V . :. ™.
1.800.ABC3USA " .- ' . • . ' »
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Mr. James Self

MAY - 8 1997

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD j

Environmental Quality Board »;»;;;--; .. _ _ %As\ § /tftff

Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477 COPIES: COCCODR1LLI
1 - ' ]' TYRRELL

WYATTE
I oppose the antidegradation proposal published in the March ^ f ^ ^ A K
1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin. There are several bad provisions which
are addressed in my following comments.

General Provisions:

DEP proposes to get rid of High Quality and Exceptional Value
as "protected water uses." This will remove the redesignation of
streams from EPA oversight. Once our streams are designated for
greater protection, they should stay that way. Under the
proposal,, polluters could.damage them, then claim that .they don't

meet the standards, and then ask for a roll back. The proposal
intends to make receiving the HQ or EV designations much-tougher.
Dischargers will petition DEP to re-assess these streams with the
new standards. With this proposal, DEP will help polluters to
roll back protection on our best streams.

Also, DEP only plans on extending antidegradation protection
in HQ and EV watersheds when considering "discharges." Proper
antidegradation protection would require that DEP consider all
activities, not just discharges.

I am also disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in
their antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into
place by EPA, gives this protection to wetlands. How can
wetlands be given HQ or EV protection if the criteria to
designate a "surface water" HQ or EV are based on streams, lakes
and,rivers? .DEP needs to integrate wetland protection and
antidegradation. _ _

Lsee where PEP.has recently settled a lawsuit, and plans to
"assess" the one-half of our streams that are currently



"uhassessed." Even with DEP's "best efforts," that is estimated
to take 10 years. The proposal does not address the 29,000
miles of unassessed streams. DEP plans on continuing only basic
protection for these streams. DEP should instead protect these
unassessed streams at a Tier 2 level, unless a permit applicant
can demonstrate otherwise. The public's resources should get the
benefit of the doubt.

Currently DEP designates "watersheds" as HQ or EV. The
proposal makes it easier to ignore, springs, seeps, wetlands and
tributaries, because HQ and EV are defined as "surface waters"
rather than "watersheds," While seeps,' springs, and wetlands are
in the definition of surface waters, DEP also has no mechanism
for these other surface waters (springs, seeps, and wetlands) to
pass the biological test needed for an HQ or EV designation.

T i e r 1 - ( E x i r s t i n g U s e s ) - - -•— " * > - > - - V — • ---- - '•->-< -• - - •---- \ -.-•••;:-•-*

The proposal tinkers :wifch~the -current regulation protecting .
the "existing uses" of-our waters. Right now, we have language
protecting existing uses because DEP failed to include such
language, and EPA was ordered to write a regulation by a Federal
judge. At last we have protection that the Clean Water Act
intended. Unfortunately, the proposal says that the existing use
will be protected only after DEP evaluates the technical data.
Until then, DEP is under no obligation to protect the existing
uses. With DEP's misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not
have time to evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so.
Under the regulation, the protection is qualified, so the
regulation will not be violated.

DEP only plans on protecting endangered species from
discharges. Endangered species merit protection from any ^
activity that will eliminate them. Existing use protection-
applies to activities, not just discharges.: Endangered-species :
habitat needs to be protected also. . -'"••'•.



Tier 2 (High Quality)

The new rules make it more difficult .for streams to receive an
HQ designation. DEP wants only to give the HQ designation to
streams that pass a chemistry and biology test. EPA considers
only a water chemistry test. How will wetlands, seeps, and
springs be assessed when the methods were designed for streams?

DEP now proposes to allow "general NPDES permits" in HQ
streams ̂ These are not tracked by DEP, and will allow
degradation of these waters without any type of social or
economic justification. This is not permitted by the current
regulation.

DEP also plans on allowing the first 25% of the stream to be .
degraded without any social or economic justification. This has
no basis in federal regulation. One of the points of High
Quality is to ensure that the degradation has a good reason, and
that the public interest is served. DEP included social or
economic justification language that mentions the public
interest, but then exempted many dischargers from it.

Also, the language mentioning non-point source pollution is
weaker than the current language for HQ streams. Our good
streams are under pressure from developments and agriculture, so
strong non-point source language is essential.

Tier 3 (Exceptional Value)

The definition of"Exceptional Value" streams still mentions
State Parks, Forests, Game Lands and other public lands, but the
"selection criteria" in the proposed Chapter 15 does not consider
public lands in any way. The old "Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook" considered all these things and more.
It is vastly superior than the present proposal. Currently, we
are under Federal regulations that consider many streams on
public lands to be "Outstanding National Resource Waters." Why
are we giving our best streams less consideration than before?



EPA believes that DEP's EV program does not "protect and
maintain" water quality. DEP should close the major loophole
that allows water quality degradation, but calls it "no
measurable change." It is hocus-pocus.

As far as "public participation" in EV waters is concerned,
the guidance should be set up and the streams given the
designation if they merit it. We don't need polluters and
profiteers wanting to degrade our streams having a "veto" power
over protecting our best streams.

Summary:

This regulation should be rejected or re-written so that it is as
good as the old DER's regulations and guidance, but incorporates
the minimum Federal features that we have now. The EQB should
reject this regulation.

Sincerely,
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r,IJr. Jccios Self
Ri:Et^irpnn^utdl Quality Board

P. 0* 3o:: J/77
Harricburs, Pa* 17105

Dear llr* Self;

/EiWIBOAtMEWBH QUAUTY BOARD

The calaber'- of the Indiana County S^ortouen1? cud Conservation Leagao
havo revicr.-/3d the proposed changaa to., regulations concerning Special
Protection Watoro* We believe that these proposed changes are not in
tho beat interacts of the citizens of the Gordon:.jealth0 We request
that the Environmental (Jo^Lity Board support the roGOiaiiendations of
conservation groups that would continue to provide proper protection
for tho waters of the state*

Thank you*

Bergsectfully,

Glen Footer, President
Indiana County Sportcncn*s and
Conservation League
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502 Keystone Drive, Warrendale, PA 15086-7537 • Phone (412) 772-3500 • FAX (412) 772-3505

May 5,1997

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED WATER QUALITY
ANTIDEGRADATION REGULATION

i
lililip:
MW-9897

ENvmoNiimNm ouAUTY

O f

BOARDj

One of the main reasons I voted for Governor Ridge was his promise to cut back on excessive
environmental regulations. He asked you to help him fulfill that promise when he issued Executive Order 1996-1.

Governor Ridge's Executive Order requires any state regulation that is more stringent than its federal
counterpart to be brought into line with the federal standards unless there is a state law that requires a stronger
program or there is some overriding Pennsylvania interest that warrants tougher controls.

The proposed water quality antidegradation regulation ignores Governor Ridge's Executive Order. It
includes many elements that are substantially more stringent that what is required by the EPA's antidegradation
program without any justification other than a failed regulatory negotiation.

The Department of Environmental Protection should have drafted the proposed regulation to satisfy the
mandates of the Governor's Executive Order. Since it did not, you should change the regulation to do so before you
approve it as a final rule.

I urge you to amend the final regulation as follows:

Change the Exceptional Value Waters Program so that it only applies to outstanding waters on public lands.

The EV water standard is the most glaring violation of the Governor's Executive Order contained in the
proposed regulations. The EPA's program only applies to Outstanding National Resource Waters on public
lands, but DEP's proposal goes much further.

The EV designation should be reserved for streams that are truly unique or exhibit statewide or national
significance. Many of the Pennsylvania streams currently classified as EV cannot meet that standard, and
the proposed regulation lets DEP continue to designate EV streams that could never meet such a standard.

Almost half of the streams now classified by DEP as EV waters are on private lands. DEP should not be
permitted to designate waters that flow through private lands for EV protection because of the extreme
restrictions the designation imposes on individuals and communities who wish to use the waters responsibly
to improve their quality of life.



##%#«#&. urn.

Expand public participation in the EV designation decision.

If the final regulation allows the EV designation to be placed on private watershed lands, you should
provide for more public participation in the decision to designate EV waters. The proposed rulemaking
asks for more public input on technical issues, but it brushes aside any public discussion of the serious
economic and social impacts that the EV designation can have for the people who live and work in the
affected watershed.

The regulation should be changed to require DEP to get the people affected by an EV upgrade to buy into it.
Specifically:

• DEP should be required to inform the owners of private watershed lands that would be affected by a
new EV designation how it will limit what the can do on their property.

• The regulations should allow the affected property owners to decide whether they want the EV
designation.

• DEP should be required to get a formal commitment from the owners of the affected watershed lands to
preserve the resource at the strict EV standard before recommending the designation to the EQB.

Make general permits available on all Special Protection waters.

The proposed regulation allows general permits for minor discharges on HQ streams. This is a positive
step, but it should go further. Many private individuals own the minerals under EV watershed lands. If
their discharge qualifies for a general permit, they should be able to use that permit on both HQ and EV
streams. Otherwise, they may not be able to extract minerals economically.

Keep the "de minimis" permit threshold to ease the permitting burden.

I support the proposal to ease the permitting burden for minor discharges to HQ streams.

Change the High Quality Waters program to match federal standards.

DEP's proposal allows streams to qualify for HQ status if they have water quality that is "generally better"
than water quality standards. The EPA regulation, on the other hand, requires a stream to "exceed" water
quality standards before it can be elevated to HQ status. A stream should never qualify for Special
Protection if even one of its water quality parameters violates the required standard.

Use sound science to evaluate streams for Special Protection.

DEP should also be required to conduct a valid scientific investigation of water quality to determine if a
stream qualifies for Special Protection. It is bad science to rely on one grab sample to assess a stream.
While it may be a bureaucratic convenience, this limited sampling does not generate enough information to
accurately determine whether a stream's background condition exceeds water quality standards.



MttnAiutnvLliw

Change the Social and Economic Justification requirements for High Quality Waters to match federal
regulations.

The Department's proposal imposes the basic federal SEJ standard and adds a second "balancing test" that
has no federal counterpart. The balancing test should be removed from the final rule.

Eliminate the requirement for two public comment periods for permits on Special Protection streams.

The proposed regulation required NPDES permit applicants to solicit public comment on proposed
discharges to HQ and EV streams before applying for the permit. This is an unnecessary burden on the
permit applicant that is not required by the federal regulations. It also serves no purpose because the
Department will also ask for public comments after the application is submitted. The requirement that
permit applicants must ask for public comments is costly, time-consuming, and redundant, and it should be
eliminated.

Thank you for considering these comments. I hope that you will hold DEP accountable for living up to the
requirements of the Governor's Executive Order.

Very truly yours,

PC EXPLORATION, INC.

Samuel E. Fragale, Petroleum Engineer

SEF/fmv
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Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg,PA 17105-8477

Re: COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED WATER QUALITY
ANTIDEGRADATION REGULATION

One of the main reasons I voted for Governor Ridge was his promise to cut back on excessive
environmental regulations. He asked you to help him fulfill that promise when he issued Executive Order 1996-1.

Governor Ridge's Executive Order requires any state regulation that is more stringent than its federal
counterpart to be brought into line with the federal standards unless there is a state law that requires a stronger
program or there is some overriding Pennsylvania interest that warrants tougher controls.

The proposed water quality antidegradation regulation ignores Governor Ridge's Executive Order. It
includes many elements that are substantially more stringent that what is required by the EPA's antidegradation
program without any justification other than a failed regulatory negotiation.

The Department of Environmental Protection should have drafted the proposed regulation to satisfy the
mandates of the Governor's Executive Order. Since it did not, you should change the regulation to do so before you
approve it as a final rule.

I urge you to amend the final regulation as follows:

Change the Exceptional Value Waters Program so that it only applies to outstanding waters on public lands.

The EV water standard is the most glaring violation of the Governor's Executive Order contained in the
proposed regulations. The EPA's program only applies to Outstanding National Resource Waters on public
lands, but DEP's proposal goes much further.

The EV designation should be reserved for streams that are truly unique or exhibit statewide or national
significance. Many of the Pennsylvania streams currently classified as EV cannot meet that standard, and
the proposed regulation lets DEP continue to designate EV streams that could never meet such a standard.

"( ,_.. Almost half of the streams now classified by DEP as EV waters are on private lands. DEP should not be
permitted to designate waters that flow through private lands for EV protection because of the extreme
restrictions the designation imposes on individuals and communities who wish to use the waters responsibly
to improve their quality of life.
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Expand public participation in the EV designation decision.

If the final regulation allows the EV designation to be placed on private watershed lands, you should
provide for more public participation in the decision to designate EV waters. The proposed rulemaking
asks for more public input on technical issues, but it brushes aside any public discussion of the serious
economic and social impacts that the EV designation can have for the people who live and work in the
affected watershed.

The regulation should be changed to require DEP to get the people affected by an EV upgrade to buy into it.
Specifically:

DEP should be required to inform the owners of private watershed lands that would be affected by a
new EV designation how it will limit what the can do on their property.

• The regulations should allow the affected property owners to decide whether they want the EV
designation.

• DEP should be required to get a formal commitment from the owners of the affected watershed lands to
preserve the resource at the strict EV standard before recommending the designation to the EQB.

Make general permits available on all Special Protection waters*

The proposed regulation allows general permits for minor discharges on HQ streams. This is a positive
step, but it should go further. Many private individuals own the minerals under EV watershed lands. If
their discharge qualifies for a general permit, they should be able to use that permit on both HQ and EV
streams. Otherwise, they may not be able to extract minerals economically.

Keep the "de minimis" permit threshold to ease the permitting burden.

I support the proposal to ease the permitting burden for minor discharges to HQ streams.

Change the High Quality Waters program to match federal standards.

DEP's proposal allows streams to qualify for HQ status if they have water quality that is "generally better"
than water quality standards. The EPA regulation, on the other hand, requires a stream to "exceed" water
quality standards before it can be elevated to HQ status. A stream should never qualify for Special
Protection if even one of its water quality parameters violates the required standard.

Use sound science to evaluate streams for Special Protection.

DEP should also be required to conduct a valid scientific investigation of water quality to determine if a
stream qualifies for Special Protection. It is bad science to rely on one grab sample to assess a stream.
While it may be a bureaucratic convenience, this limited sampling does not generate enough information to
accurately determine whether a stream's background condition exceeds water quality standards.
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Change the Social and Economic Justification requirements for High Quality Waters to match federal
regulations.

The Department's proposal imposes the basic federal SEJ standard and adds a second "balancing test" that
has no federal counterpart. The balancing test should be removed from the final rule.

Eliminate the requirement for two public comment periods for permits on Special Protection streams.

The proposed regulation required NPDES permit applicants to solicit public comment on proposed
discharges to HQ and EV streams before applying for the permit. This is an unnecessary burden on the
permit applicant that is not required by the federal regulations. It also serves no purpose because the
Department will also ask for public comments after the application is submitted. The requirement that
permit applicants must ask for public comments is costly, time-consuming, and redundant, and it should be
eliminated.

Thank you for considering these comments. I hope that you will hold DEP accountable for living up to the
requirements of the Governor's Executive Order.

Very truly yours,

EXPLORATION, INC.

I. Ted B. Cranmer
Assistant Vice President-Operations
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269 Stanton Court
Glen Mills, PA 19342
5 May 1997

Environmental Quality Board
Mr. James Seif, Chairman
P. O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing in regard to the proposed rulemaking on
antidegradation as published in the March 22, 1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin.
There is insufficient antidegradation protection for wetlands in this proposal.

The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ or EV protection
if the biological criteria to make a "surface water" HQ or EV are based on
streams?

It is disappointing that the DEP did not take this opportunity
to write regulations so that our wetlands could begin to receive antdegradation
protection.

This regulation falls short in protecting one of our most
valuable resources-wetlands. It should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely,

Raymond J. Cannon
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Mr. James Seif, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P. O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, Pa 17105-8477
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Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to voice my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation regulations for
Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protection that exists under the current
regulations promulgated for PA by the US EPA. The new regulations that are being
considered will not ensure that our state's waters will not be degraded.

We boast some of the most degraded streams in the world in Pennsylvania, a result of
mining and heavy industry. We do not need to risk the remaining high quality waters that
we do have.

The new proposed antidegradation regulations should not be adopted unless they at least
meet the federal standards, which the new proposals do not.

This is in reference to revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93, and 95 published on
January 21,1997.

We need to protect our waters to the fullest extent possible.

Sincerely,

Richard Tate
715 West Third Street
Williamsburg, PA 16693
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

^ ( 3 0 | J L 4 7 2-
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May 5 , 1997

Mr. James Self
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations

Dear Mr. Self:

I am completely opposed to the proposal. This
proposal will make it harder for streams to get
protection as high quality and will allow the
redesignation of streams to lower categories that offer
less protection. There is no way for seeps, springs,
and wetlands to get protection in this proposal.

If a stream is lucky enough to be High Quality
according to your proposal, the protection is weak and
contrary to the current state and the Federal
regulation. Why are you weakening protection?

For all the rhetoric about DEP working with
watershed groups, it is dismaying to see DEP undercut
their efforts with this polluter-friendly proposal.

I would suggest, therefore, that you withdraw the
entire package and rewrite it so that it protects the
environment, and gives the public the protection as
outlined in the Clean Water Act. In the alternative,
keep the regulations now in place.

Sincerely,

Susan C. Knasko, Ph.D.
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Sincerely,
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06-May-1997 01:49pm EST
Barry Hannigan
hannigan@bucknell.edu@PMDF@DER

TO: RegComments

CC: Iszeptycki

( RegComments@al.dep.state.pa.us@PMDF@

( Iszeptycki@tu.org@PMDF@DER003 )

Subject: - no subject (01IIJX86FYSY90Q8IS) -

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters
92,93,and 95 published on Jan. 21, 1997)

I am writing to oppose the new regulations. This change would weaken the
protections that now exist for Pennsylvania by the E.P.A. and would not
ensure any real protection for our highest quality waters.

Pennsylvania, of all states, has a history of abusing our watersheds. Any
one who drives through the coal region and looks at the yellow streams (made
that way in the 1800s!) can see that protection is vital to our own interests.

Pennsylvania draws millions of dollars from tourists who come to fish, camp,
hike and hunt in our watersheds. I personally see the dozens of cars with
license plates from other states parked along streams like Penns Creek and
Fishing Creek. We need to do everything possible to protect the quality of
these and other streams in order to safeguard this industry! There are so
many threats to these streams with the continuing intense development in the
state that if we do not do our utmost to protect them, they will certainly
be lost.

I understand that Trout Unlimited is commenting on the regulations and
pointing out their specific problems. You should not adopt anything if it
means a weakening of what we already have—and the new proposal is
completely unacceptable for this reason.

Thank you,

Barry Hannigan
349 N. 4th St.
Lewisburg, PA 17837
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Mr. James Seif ;
Chairman F;;
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Subject: Pennsylvania Anti-Degradation Regulations - 25 PA CODE Chapters 92,
93, and 95 -January 21,1997

Dear Mr. Seif,

I am writing to express mv opposition to the new anti-degradation regulations
proposed by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP).
These regulations do not meet the minimum standard required under the federal
Clean Water Act. They weaken the protections afforded by the current rules and do

mptMpg:.^ensure that Pennsylvania's rivers and streams are protected at the same or
aMgli^rigel.

As an arViBoutdoorsman and a member of Trout Unlimited, I am very concerned that
this set of regulations will destroy the years of volunteer effort that thousands of
Pennsylvanians have invested in the improvement of our environment. I will not
comnient at length on the specifics of the proposed regulations since Pennsylvania
Trout is making a detailed submission.

The EQB and the PA DEP should be promulgating regulations that protect and
improve the condition of the Pennsylvania environment. When the Ridge
Administration took office, I was hopeful that the stakeholder approach in DEP
would result in a more sensible and flexible approach towards the achievement of
these environmental goals. If these regulations are promulgated, the clear loser will
be the environment and those who care about protecting and enhancing it.

Sincerely,

Bruce L. Beavis

Copy: Karl Heine, President - Valley Forge Trout Unlimited
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Mr. James Seif f /f n ; ,_
Chairman ' : ; '^
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building KH -
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21,1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

*Ufr? *
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Date: 06-May-1997 01:47pm EST
From: Edward Sowinski

easowinski§worIdnet•att.net@PM

TO: RegComments ( RegComments@Al.dep.state.pa.us§PMDF@

Subject: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,

May 6, 1997

Edward A. Sowinski
659 McCully Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15243
email: easowinski@worldnett.att.net

Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477
email: RegComments@Al.dep.state.pa.us

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code I
Chapters 92,93, and 95 published on January 21,1997) |

Dear Mr. Seif: j

I am a concerned taxpayer writing to express my opposition to the proposed j
new antidegradation regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the I
protections that exist under the current regulations promulgated for j
Pennsylvania by the US EPA and does not ensure that this state's highest ]
quality waters will not be degraded. j

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am aware of the damage that can be done by j
a degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania has some of the finest trout j
fishing streams in the nation. These streams are under constant threat from
coal mines, increased development, and pollution. Let's try to maintain the
high quality of these waterways for everyone to enjoy in the future. j

I understand PA trout is submitting comments pointing out the specific
problems of the proposed regulations. I feel the regulations should not be
adopted unless all of these problems are corrected. The existing j
regulations are vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.



Sincerely,

Edward Sowinski
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Edward R. Brezina
Bureau of Watched Conservation
P.O. Box 8555 H:
Harrisburg, PA 171055-8555

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations

Dear Mr. Brezina:

I am completely opposed to your gutting everything that is good about the current
antidegradation regulations and replacing them with weaker laws that will not protect our
streams. These new regs will not protect existing uses, will make it harder for streams to get
protection as high quality and exceptional value streams, and worst of all, will allow the
redesignation of existing streams to lower categories that offer less protection.

The few good elements of your proposed scheme cannot be separated from the overall bad
language. I would suggest, therefore, that you withdraw the entire package and rewrite it so that
it protects the environment. In the alternative, keep the regulations now in place.

In addition, these proposed regulations do not meet minimum federal requirements, and you
know that they do not. You were hired to protect the environment, so please do your job and
stop wasting taxpayer money by refusing to comply with the law.

Sincerely,

Address:

^J^U^^J^--

'%##r
ajjjiitf

cc: Michael McCabe,
EPA Regional Administrator
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, PA 19107

MAY I 2 1997
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Environmental Quality Board
Department of Environmental Protection
P.O.Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

Subject: PA Water Quality Regulations-New Proposal

Dear EQB:
As a concerned citizen and tax payer who places a high priority on

maintaining and improving our Pennsylvania environment, I am deeply Disturbed
by efforts within your organization to weaken Pennsylvania's water quality
regulations. It appears that several changes proposed by DEP are designed to
weaken, rather than strengthen, our state's water quality.

I strongly believe that DEP is heading in the wrong direction and should
refrain from loosening regulations in a manner which are certain to degrade
our streams and watersheds. Please reconsider these proposed regulation
changes and point DEP in the direction of upgrading our state's water quality
and providing additional safeguards to High Quality and Exceptional Value
streams.

Sincerely,

<^&t?.A&L^>
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West Chester, Pennsylvania 19382-5412
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May 6, 1997

Environmental QualityBoard (EQB)
Department of Environmental Protection
P.O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Reference: Penna. D.E.P.'s Water Quality Anti-Degradation Proposal

Dear Sirs:

We are very concerned about the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection's
proposal to lower the water quality standards when the Federal Clean Water Act requires states
to protect waterways from farther degradation. The DEP's proposal, as we understand it, would
allow additional discharges into our cleanest streams and would eliminate many streams from
qualifying for strong protection. We feel this is a foolish and backward proposal which will
potentially jeopardize future environmental conditions for our children.

We strongly urge you to reject the DEP's current water quality anti-degradation
proposal

Rather, we urge you to adopt the far simpler and better water quality standards proposed
by the Federal EPA.

We would appreciate your reply to this letter explaining how you intend to vote on this
issue and what steps you will pursue to ensure that the water quality in this state is not only
preserved, but improved for the sake of our children and all of our futures.

Sincerely,

Marguerite de V. Gould

Home: (610) 696-2388 • Fax: (610) 429-4576


